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.On May 5, 2024, at approximately 10:25 hours on duty on
bike patrol, Sergeant Ajaa responded to a disturbance call

at the Starbucks located at 603 S. Spring Street. Upon
arrival, Sergeant Ajaa made contact with the on-duty

security officer, Ashley, who stated that a B/F transient was
causing a disturbance, and physically pushing various

customers when she attempted to physically hurt her with
a hammer. Security officer Ashley was able to defend

herself and retrieve the weapon from the transient. The
subject appeared to be under the influence of a controlled
substance. The subject then proceeded to exit the business

and depart from the area. Sergeant Ajaa instructed
security officer Ashley to immediately contact the LAPD to

notify them of the battery incident that transpired. At
approximately 10:45 hours, the LAPD arrived on scene and

proceeded to investigate the incident. Sergeant Ajaa
offered security officer Ashley medical aid, but she declined.

The LAPD collected a description of the suspect and
proceeded to depart from the business. Historic BID officers
continue to patrol the area to avoid any further incidents. 

On May 7th, 2024 at approximately 07:30 hours on
duty Captain Fregoso responded to a call at 510 S.
Broadway regarding a B/F sleeping in front of a
business and refusing to cooperate and relocate.

Captain Fregoso immediately responded to the location
and made contact with the subject. The subject (Ms.
Mayhan) requested housing information and stated
that she also wanted a hot meal. Captain Fregoso

proceeded to contact on duty Outreach personnel (Joe)
and relay the information. At approximately 07:35

hours, Outreach Officer Joe arrived at site and
proceeded to collect personal information on the
subject as he proceeded to place calls to various

housing departments, attempting to find the subject a
permanent established place to stay for the night. The
outreach officer (Joe) was successful in finding a social
worker who was quite willing to compromise on helping
the subject. Captain Fregoso along with the Outreach

officer Joe escorted Ms. Mayhan to the Downtown
Women’s Center located at 442 S San Pedro, where she
received assistance obtaining housing as well as other

services. 

On May 9th at approximately 10:45 am Outreach
personnel (Joe) received a call from 649.S. Spring Street

regarding a person in a wheelchair requesting assistance.
Upon his arrival at the location, he found a B/M

approximately 70’ years old requesting medical assistance
and stating that he felt suicidal. Outreach officer Joe

immediately placed a 911 call and requested paramedics.
At approximately 11:00 hours LAPD arrived on scene (Officer
Guerra 42889 & Officer Hirata 45707) and inquired more

information regarding the subject medical condition. After
further analysis LAPD determined that the subject was

suicidal and needed to immediately be transported to the
hospital for further mental analysis. 

On May 16th at approximately 10:00 hours on duty,
Captain Fregoso received a call from 433. S Spring

Street regarding a transient sleeping in front of their
property. Upon arrival, Captain Fregoso observed a B/M
in his late 50s wearing a black hoodie over blue jeans
sleeping in front of their business and having multiple

personal items in front of the business. Captain Fregoso
offered the subject shelter information and placed a
call to our Outreach teammate (Joe) to further assist

him. Joe immediately arrived at the scene and
instructed the subject to register with the Cecil Hotel
program. The subject collected housing information

and collected his personal belongings from the business
and departed from the area. 
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On May 16th at approximately 12:30 hours, Captain Fregoso
received a call from 659 S. Broadway (Burlington) regarding
a B/M subject 5’3 123 lb., approximately 60 years old, that
was trespassing and refusing to leave the business. Upon
arrival, Captain Fregoso immediately made contact with

the subject, who stated that he had lost his wallet and was
attempting to locate the wallet. The store manager

informed Captain Fregoso that the subject was not allowed
inside the business due to attempted robbery. The store

manager instructed the subject to depart from the
business and Captain Fregoso also instructed the subject to

depart. The subject appears to be under a controlled
substance and begins to behave irrationally, not based on
logical reason or clear thinking. Captain Fregoso instructed
the subject again to depart from the company, and he
began to gather his belongings and departed from the

area.

On Wednesday 05/22/24 at approximately 1700 hours,
Captain Fregoso responded to a call-in regarding

suspicious activity occurring at the (Dog Park) involving a
child and his father that was under the influence of a

controlled substance. According to the caller, the
guardian was not able to care for the child. Upon arrival,
Captain Fregoso observed the LAPD was on scene and
addressing the situation. Captain Fregoso remained
outside the park and continued to monitor the area.

Captain Fregoso observed that the gentleman with the
child were both escorted onto the police cruiser. Captain

Fregoso then proceeded to make contact with the
ranking officer who stated that they weren’t placing the

gentleman under arrest, he was just down on his luck
and transporting him to the police station to obtain

some help.

On May 18th at approximately 17:47 hours on duty,
Sergeant Garcia received a call from 121 E 5th St regarding
a suspect B/F wearing a black jacket over black pants that
assaulted the business owner. Sergeant Garcia immediately
responded to the call and upon arrival he observed that the
suspect had departed from the area. Sergeant Garcia then
proceeded to make contact with the business owner, who

stated that the suspect had entered her business
attempting to steal some items when she took measures
and proceeded to pepper spray the suspect in the face.

The owner stated that she was also assaulted by the
suspect before she departed from the store. Sergeant

Garcia proceeded to place the 911 call and requested the
LAPD to respond to the company to conduct an Assault &
Battery report. At approximately 18:00 hours, LAPD arrived

at scene and gathered all the necessary information
pertaining to the incident that transpired. Historic BID
officers created a BOLO pertaining to the suspect. 

..On May 19th at approximately 20:42 hours, Sergeant
Morales responded to a call-in regarding a fight on the

corner of 6th and Broadway. Sergeant Morales
immediately responded to the scene and upon arrival

observed two B/M on the sidewalk fist fighting as both of
the subjects punched each other. Sergeant Morales

observed that one of the subjects had a mini stun gun.
Sergeant Morales immediately placed a 911 call and

requested for LAPD to respond to the location to further
assist. At approximately 20:50 hours, LAPD arrived at
scene and for the protection of both subjects were
immediately handcuffed. After further investigation,
LAPD determined that both parties were at fault and
were instructed to relocate and depart from the area.

Sergeant Morales continue to monitor the area to
ensure that both subjects departed from the area. 
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